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Contemporary upholstery

Nice to
meet you

It’s a pleasure to get to know you better! Wouldn’t it be 

great if we could design your future fabric collection 

according to your expectations?



Wow!– factor 
We commit to creating fabrics that turn 

your sofa into the masterpiece of your 

home. Our fabrics will not only lighten 

up your room but also offer you the 

look and feel that makes you happy.

Even better… Our collections are 

designed for living. They are made to 

create comfort for the entire family.



We inspire 
Come and see us to get inspired at our 

Belgian showroom. Your dedicated contact 
person will be pleased to browse through the 

collection with you and answer any questions 

you might have. Need for technical support? 

No worries! We have the fabric experts at 

your service.

You can’t make it to Belgium? No problem! 

We are also showing our newest collections 

at the main international fairs. 



Think
personalization Our customer  

focused approach
Upholstery fabrics is what we know and love. 

Inspired by upcoming trends, innovation and 

sustainability, we create an extensive product 
range that is as deep as it is wide. 

Personalization is key to us. Too much 

choice? We will be glad to guide you through 

our vast collection and present you a product 

offer tailored to your needs.

Looking for something specific? We will be

glad to assist and introduce you to one of our 

complementary brands.



What you dream is  
what you get
Tell us your dreams and expectations. Let’s brainstorm together and 

visualize your dreams. The key to great design is capturing the spirit of our 

customer as well as the essence of the product. 

We believe in partnership based on trust and knowledge.



Discover the  
Twin Brands

The Twin Company
Tessutica is the Twin Company, proud parent of the Twin 

Brands: Beaulieu Fabrics and Ray Fabrics. 

Two brands are more than the sum of its parts. The synergy 

between both brands originates from a long-standing tradition 

in weaving and an exceptional reputable knowhow. 

Tessutica cherishes both brands equally. Each has its own style, 

characteristics and partners. Each has the space to grow and 

to expand the brand to the fullest. Each brand pitches ideas, 

introduces techniques and designs unique creations. 

Synergies are created whilst respecting the individual brand 

identity. Tessutica serves as the backbone offering a solid 

structure with centralized services, R&D, production  

and logistics. 



“Contemporary Upholstery”

Contemporary upholstery

Beaulieu Fabrics
With many years of experience, Beaulieu 

Fabrics is an established upholstery fabric 

brand renowned for contemporary design, 
perfect proportions and diverse materials. 

Inspired by international trends, our  

highly skilled design team continuously 

creates new collections that are sold all  

over the world. 

A wide range of yarns such as chenille, 

bouclé and many other fancy yarns are used 

to create a large variety of textures, looks 

and designs. 



“Belgian Heritage”

Ray Fabrics
Previously known as Ragolle Fabrics, 

Ray Fabrics is built on a great tradition. 

This brand is famous for its iconic and 
exuberant designs and fabrics. 

Created with passion, the Ray Fabrics 

collection breathes personality and  

classic charisma. 

The innovative super-soft-double-tumble 

finish gives the chenille fabrics the rich 

luster and velvet-like handle that has 

become the brand’s trademark. 



“More than just fabrics”



Fabrics with a story
At Tessutica, everything revolves around quality 

and design! We take pride in selecting only the best 

materials for you. But there’s more… We make fabrics 

with a story! 

Driven by innovation, we are dedicated to the symbiosis 

of technology, aesthetics and trends. We do not only 

look for innovation in yarns, colors or designs. Also, we 

take part in market trends such as easy cleaning, indoor 

going outdoor and recycled products. 

Discover our fabric stories “Easycare” and

“Greencare” supported by home-styled 

marketing tools.



I  AM  
EASYCARE

“Feel free to live 
on your sofa”

Easycare 
Welcome home! Slow down, relax and enjoy the 

comfort of your sofa! 
Feel free to live on your sofa. Don’t worry  

about stains. 

 

You can easily remove them by using water and 

mild soap. Not convinced yet? Check our Easycare 

technology on www.easycarefabrics.com

Green and Clean! Our Easycare collection is  

eco-friendly, without chemicals and with a 5-year 

warranty. In addition, Easycare is compliant with 

all Oekotex 100 specs and is ISO 9001 certified 

by BQA.



I  AM  
EASYCAREI  AM  

EASYCARE

“The great 
outdoor experience”

Easycare Outdoor
We make outdoor living worry-free! Relax 

in your outdoor sofa. The fabrics have been 

engineered to last in all weather conditions and 

are easy to clean with hydro alcoholic solutions. 

Polypropylene by its nature has excellent health 

and safety advantages.

We blend functionality with beauty. Discover our 

broad range of stylish designed outdoor fabrics 

that bring your outside living room alive.

Enjoy your outdoor experience!

100
recyclable

100
anti-allergic

100
bacterial 
resistant

100
sanitizable

Excellent 
UV resistance 



I  AM  100%
RECYCLED

“Together for 
a clean planet”

Greencare
At Tessutica, we care about our planet. Join us in 

our fight against plastic pollution!

Discover our Greencare collection made out of  

100% recycled waste, including upcycled cotton 

from garments and recycled PET from land and 

sea waste. Did you know that 1 sofa contains 

approximately 170 recycled plastic bottles?

We go the extra mile! Our recycled fabrics are all  

GRS certified.

We are also proud to be a SEAQUAL licensee.  

We do not only want to save the planet but  

also the ocean!

Pet bottles Flakes Pellets Yarn Fabric



Plants

Sales offices 

& distribution centers

There is 
more

Part of the BIG family
Tessutica is one of the world’s leading upholstery fabric mills, creating 

and producing upholstery fabrics since 1959.  

We are a proud member of Beaulieu International Group (B.I.G), a global 

market leader in wall-to-wall floor coverings, polypropylene granulates 

and engineered products such as fibers, yarns and technical textiles. 



Excellence covered by people
B.I.G. employs almost 5.000 people across 29 plants,  

20 sales and distribution offices, with a major presence  

in 17 countries all over Eurasia, the Americas and Oceania. 

The company is serving customers in 140 countries. 

Faithful to our roots as a family business, sustainability, 

innovation and care for our employees remain our  

key priorities.  



Guaranteed peak 
performance
Tessutica is active and available at every stage of 

your project, from initial advice to delivery, including 

after-sales service. 

Once we have defined the perfect product offer, 

tailored to your needs, it’s time for action! 

A dedicated highly skilled team takes the best care 

of the production of your fabrics. 

Our expertise is built over a long time, yet, we keep 

the focus on the future. 

Come and visit the newly built state-of-the-art 

factory in Romania where everything is geared to 

meeting and exceeding your expectations. 



Contact us

TESSUTICA HEAD OFFICE

Kalkhoevestraat 30 Box 0.1

8790 Waregem, Belgium

+32 (0)9 338 13 61

TESSUTICA ROMANIA 

Ploiesti West Park 

Bruxelles Street 8 

107025 Aricestii Rahtivani, Romania

+40 344 229 010

www.tessutica.com    

info@tessutica.com
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